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We study the prospects for testing classes of atmospheric mixing sum rules at precision neutrino facili-
ties. Such sum rules, which correlate the atmospheric mixing angle θ23 with the recently measured reactor
angle θ13 and the cosine of the oscillation phase δ, are predicted by a variety of semidirect models based on
discrete family symmetry classified in terms of finite von Dyck groups. We perform a detailed simulation of
the performance of the next generation of oscillation experiments, including the wideband superbeam and
low-energy neutrino factory proposals, and compare their discriminating power for testing atmospheric
mixing sum rules.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.016016 PACS numbers: 11.30.Hv, 14.60.Pq
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent measurement of the reactor mixing angle θ13,
by the Daya Bay [1] and RENO [2] experiments, completes
the measurement of the mixing angles in the Pontecorvo-
Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix after the first hints
which appeared in 2011 [3]. The reactor angle θ13 turns out
to be sizable, sin2ð2θ13Þ ¼ 0.089 0.010 0.005 [1],
close to the upper bound of the CHOOZ experiment [4].
This discovery has ruled out many of the most popular
models of lepton flavor, which predicted small or even van-
ishing θ13 at leading order. Attention is now focused on
models which can naturally incorporate the large value
of θ13. However, many such models do not predict this
angle uniquely, but instead predict atmospheric mixing
sum rules, where the deviation of the atmospheric angle
from its maximal value is controlled by the product of
the sine of the reactor angle and the cosine of the oscillation
phase δ. The testability of these atmospheric mixing sum
rules at future precision neutrino facilities forms the subject
of the present paper.
At the time of writing, five parameters describing the
neutrino sector have been measured: three mixing angles
and two mass-squared differences. The magnitude of CP-
violating effects in the lepton sector remains unknown,
along with the sign of the largest mass-squared differ-
ence. One final degree of freedom is given by the abso-
lute neutrino mass scale, which is bounded from above in
the 1 eV region by the results of tritium beta decay
experiments as well as cosmological and astrophysical
data [5]. The mixing angles and phases constitute the
PMNS matrix, which describes the misalignment between
flavor and mass bases. In the conventional parametriza-
tion, it is expressed by
UPMNS ¼
0
B@
1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23
1
CA
0
B@
c13 0 s13e−iδ
0 1 0
−s13e−iδ 0 c13
1
CA
×
0
B@
c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1
1
CA
0
B@
1 0 0
0 ei
α21
2 0
0 0 ei
α31
2
1
CA;
where sij ¼ sin θij, cij ¼ cos θij and αij are the two pos-
sible Majorana phases. The current 3σ intervals for the
parameters of the neutrino sector have been determined
in a recent global analysis of oscillation data [6] to be
θ12 ¼ ½31°;36°; θ13 ¼ ½7.2°;10°; θ23 ¼ ½36°;55°;
Δm221 ¼ ½7.00;8.09× 10−5eV2;
Δm231 ¼ ½2.27;2.70× 10−3 eV2 ðNOÞ;
Δm232 ¼ ½−2.65;−2.24× 10−3 eV2 ðIOÞ;
with NO and IO denoting normal and inverted neu-
trino mass ordering.1 The phase δ, which enters the
oscillation formulas through subdominant terms, is cur-
rently unconstrained at 3σ. The Majorana phases are also
unconstrained, but, as they do not enter the neutrino
oscillation formulas, they must be addressed by alterna-
tive experiments.
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The large atmospheric and solar mixing angles evident in
the leptonic sector have motivated a number of authors to
consider the existence of an underlying (discrete) symmetry
which connects states of different flavor. Approaches of
this type typically generate first-order expressions for the
PMNS matrix which are populated by simple algebraic val-
ues, and a number of such patterns have been proposed, see
Ref. [8] for reviews with extensive lists of references. The
simplest mixing patterns of this kind involve maximal
atmospheric mixing and a zero reactor angle differing only
in the solar mixing angle θ12. For example the tribimaximal
(TB) mixing matrix [9]
UTB ¼
0
BB@
ﬃﬃ
2
3
q
1ﬃﬃ
3
p 0
− 1ﬃﬃ
6
p 1ﬃﬃ
3
p 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
1ﬃﬃ
6
p − 1ﬃﬃ
3
p 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
1
CCAP (1)
predicted sin θ12 ¼ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
. Another example referred to
as golden ratio (GR) mixing is given by the following
matrix [10]:
UGR ¼
0
B@
cos ϑ sin ϑ 0
− 1ﬃﬃ
2
p sin ϑ 1ﬃﬃ
2
p cos ϑ 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
1ﬃﬃ
2
p sin ϑ − 1ﬃﬃ
2
p cos ϑ 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
1
CAP; (2)
where tan ϑ ¼ 1=ϕ, with ϕ given by the golden ratio
ð1þ ﬃﬃﬃ5p Þ=2. Although these are both excluded by the
observation of the reactor angle, the first or second columns
of these matrices may be preserved in the presence of a
nonzero reactor angle, as we now discuss.
In the framework of so-called “direct models,” both the
mixing patterns above have been shown to arise from some
discretefamilysymmetrygroupGf (forexampleA4,S4 orA5)
[8]. These are small finite groups with three-dimensional
representations, and frequently, the three generations of
leptonic SU(2) doublets are assigned to a triplet representa-
tion ensuring that their mixing is highly constrained. New
scalar fields are then introduced, called flavons, which are
also assigned to representations of Gf, but are typically
neutral under the standard model gauge group. The
Lagrangian can then be written down in the conventional
fashion, with all terms included that are consistent with the
symmetries of the theory. The terms which constitute the
flavon-flavon interactions are referred to as the flavon poten-
tial; in successful models the minimum of this potential will
requirenonzerovacuumexpectationvalues(VEVs)forasub-
set of the flavon fields, a feature which will spontaneously
break Gf. The PMNS mixing matrix then results from the
presence of residual symmetries.
The residual symmetry in the charged lepton sector is
based on the generator T, while that in the (Majorana) neu-
trino sector is called the Klein symmetry based on the Z2
generators S and U, where all three generators are
contained inside Gf in the “direct” models [8,11]. In order
to switch on the reactor angle, a popular approach is to
break only the U generator, leading to the so-called “semi-
direct” approach [8] where the surviving S generator main-
tains a particular column of the original mixing matrix. This
keeps the solar angle close to its desired value, while
allowing a nonzero reactor angle which is correlated with
the deviations of the atmospheric angle from its maximal
value, depending on the cosine of the oscillation phase.
In this work, we focus on the experimental prospects of
constraininggeneralizedversionsofsuchcorrelationsknown
as atmospheric mixing sum rules: relations between the
atmospheric mixing angle θ23 and the recently measured
reactorangleθ13.Weshall showthat thesecandescribeawide
range of semidirect models in the literature and, with the
increased sensitivity of the next generation of oscillation
experiments, will be significantly constrained for the first
time over the next few decades. After a study of the compat-
ibility of different sum rules with the current experimental
results, aswell as theprojected sensitivityof the extant exper-
imental program, we study two different experimental pro-
posals explicitly, namely a wideband superbeam (WBB)
with a long baseline of around 2300 km as well as the
low-energy neutrino factory (LENF).
Although focusing on atmospheric mixing sum rules,
this work will also be relevant to the study of other types
of correlations which are associated with models of flavor.
For example, solar mixing sum rules, which connect θ12 to
θ13 and cos δ [12], can be associated with models of dis-
crete symmetries where the leading-order mixing pattern
receives corrections from the charged lepton sector. The
ability to constrain these sum rules relies on the attainable
precision on θ12, and this will be set by the future medium-
baseline reactor experiments, JUNO and RENO-50, which
predict an accuracy of below 1% [13]. However, to con-
strain cos δ, the precision of the long-baseline physics pro-
gram, as considered in this work, will be essential.
Thepaper isorganizedas follows. InSec. II,wediscuss the
sum rules arising in different classes of models. Technical
group theoretical details are deferred to the Appendix.
Section III addresses thevalidity of the linearization approxi-
mation.Thecurrentexperimentalconstraintsonthesumrules
and the projected sensitivity of the current experimental
program are discussed in Sec. IV, while prospects of next-
generation experiments are presented in Sec. V. Finally,
we make our concluding remarks in Sec. VI.
II. DISCRETE FAMILY SYMMETRIES
AND SUM RULES
In general, the incorporation of discrete family sym-
metries into any extension of the standard model can only
further our understanding of flavor if it manages to reduce
the number of free parameters in the theory. It is, therefore,
generally expected for these models to generate correla-
tions amongst the physical parameters governing the
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leptonic Yukawa sector. For a given model based on dis-
crete family symmetries, the correlations between the
PMNS matrix elements will, in general, correspond to a
nonlinear relation amongst the mixing angles and phases.
It is convenient to parametrize these relations by employ-
ing the notation of Ref. [14], which introduces the param-
eters s, r and a defined by
sin θ12≡ 1þ sﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ; sin θ13≡ rﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ; sin θ23≡ 1þ aﬃﬃﬃ
2
p :
These parameters, which describe the deviations from tri-
bimaximality, provide a close phenomenological fit to the
known mixing angles. The recent global fit in Ref. [6] pro-
vides the following 1σ intervals (for normal neutrino mass
ordering)
−0.07 ≤ s ≤ −0.02; 0.20 ≤ r ≤ 0.23;−0.12 ≤ a ≤ −0.05:
In this paper, we will focus on a specific set of correlations
which are primarily dependent on the atmospheric mixing
angle θ23, the reactor mixing angle θ13 and the cosine of the
Dirac CP phase, cos δ. It will be useful to work with the
first-order expansion of the exact relation in the small
parameters s, r and a, which we call the sum rule. For
the models that we are interested in, these will take the gen-
eral form
a ¼ a0 þ λr cos δþOðr2; a2Þ; (3)
where we will treat a0 and λ as new model-dependent con-
stants. As the mixing angles have already been measured,
the sum rule can be used to predict the Dirac CP phase δ.
For phenomenologically viable models, a0 will always be
small, of order of the s parameter, and in the analysis of
Sec. V it will be largely neglected. A discussion of
higher-order effects correcting the sum rule is presented
in Sec. IV.
Although we will consider questions based on a range of
values of λ, there are two values which we would like to
highlight. These two choices have a degree of universality
having arisen in the literature from fully consistent models,
while also remaining the only simple rules that we have
found in our more phenomenological treatments: the first
of these rules has λ ¼ 1, and the second is given by
λ ¼ −1=2. We will now illustrate this discussion with a
few examples from the literature which will highlight these
two important cases. A recent model presented in Ref. [15]
imposes an A4 symmetry broken spontaneously by a set of
flavons, which leads to the second column of the PMNS
mixing matrix fixed at its tribimaximal value (for other
models which lead to this prediction, see Ref. [16]),
jUe2j ¼ jUμ2j ¼ jUτ2j ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p :
The corresponding exact relation can be linearized in terms
of the s, r and a parameters [14],
a ¼ − r
2
cos δ; (4)
which is a specific realization of our general rule, Eq. (3)
with a0 ¼ 0 and λ ¼ −1=2. A different sum rule has been
found in Ref. [17], once again by spontaneously breaking
the group A4; however, in this model the first column of the
PMNS matrix is fixed at its tribimaximal value (see
Ref. [18] for alternative models with this prediction).
This imposes the relations,
jUe1j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
3
r
and jUμ1j ¼ jUτ1j ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
6
p :
Using these relations to compute the sum rule, one
finds [17],
a ¼ r cos δ; (5)
which corresponds to a0 ¼ 0 and λ ¼ 1.
A novel method was recently introduced by Hernandez
and Smirnov in Ref. [19] which produces flavor-symmetric
correlations amongst the PMNS mixing matrix elements,
while making minimal assumptions about the details of
the model. This approach was built around the assumption
that there exists a discrete flavor group which is broken
spontaneously into two subgroups. These subgroups act
independently on the charged lepton and neutrino sectors
of the theory, and their misalignment leads to a nontrivial
PMNS matrix. If we assume, in this framework, that some
of the known symmetries of the leptonic mass terms are in
fact residual symmetries arising from this larger broken
group, constraints can be placed on the PMNS matrix in
a general manner, regardless of the precise implementation
of the symmetry breaking. For the groups that we will focus
on, the constraints which arise from this construction fix
one column of the PMNS matrix:
jUαij2 ¼ η and jUβij2 ¼ jUγij2 ¼
1 − η
2
;
where fα; β; γg ¼ fe; μ; τg and the parameter η is a model-
dependent constant, which can be found in the Appendix.
Fixing a column of the PMNS matrix introduces two inde-
pendent constraints on the mixing angles. For the cases that
we are interested in, either the first or second column is
fixed, and we can express these constraints as an exact pre-
diction for s as a function of r2, and an atmospheric sum
rule of the general form as given in Eq. (3). For further dis-
cussion on the phenomenological ramifications of a single
fixed symmetric column (or row) in the PMNS matrix,
see Ref. [20].
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One can show that, working within this framework, there
is a finite number of possible values for η, depending on the
underlying group and the choice of generators preserved
after spontaneous symmetry breaking. Using the exact
expressions for s, we can make predictions for each choice
of η and exclude any models that are incompatible with the
current experimental data. At the end of this process, we are
left with a finite number of models with phenomenologi-
cally viable predictions of s and a definite atmospheric
sum rule. It turns out that these are all closely related to
the two special sum rules that we have already identified
in Eqs. (4) and (5). Generally they predict sum rules with
values of λ numerically close to 1 or −1=2. A full listing of
these rules is given in Table I, and we refer the reader to the
Appendix for the details of their derivation. We see that by
choosing different residual generators, we find eight dis-
tinct sum rules of the type of Eq. (3) which are compatible
with the current phenomenological data.
A number of the scenarios that we have identified in
Table I can be explained in terms of the TB and GR matri-
ces given in Eqs. (1) and (2). The three scenarios based on
an A4 symmetry all lead to a value of the second column of
the PMNS matrix fixed at its tribimaximal value; similarly,
the S4 scenario with the generator choice Te − S1 fixes the
prediction of the first column to be tribimaximal. The sce-
nario based on A5 with unbroken generators Te − S1
(Te − S2) fixes the first (second) column of the PMNS
matrix to the equivalent values of the GR mixing matrix.
III. VALIDITY OF LINEARIZATION
In general, the correlations predicted by flavor-symmet-
ric models are nonlinear relations between the oscillation
parameters. We have discussed how the form of these cor-
relations simplifies when only the first-order terms in the
parameters s, r and a are retained, and we will now address
the impact of higher-order terms. We consider the model
presented in Ref. [17], which fixes the elements of the first
column of the PMNS matrix to their tribimaximal values.
As a function of r and a, this model predicts that cos δ is
given by the composition of the following functions:
cos δ ¼ ð−2 sin
2 θ12 þ cos2 θ12r2Þ cosð2θ23Þﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
r sinð2θ12Þ sinð2θ23Þ
;
cos θ12 ¼
2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð2 − r2Þ
p ; and sin θ23 ¼ 1þ aﬃﬃﬃ
2
p :
When linearized, these relations lead to the simpler expres-
sion cos δ ¼ a=r. In Fig. 1 we have computed the predic-
tions of cos δ as a function of a for both the exact relation
and the sum rule, with r varied within its experimentally
allowed 3σ region. We see that for this model the difference
between the two treatments is small. The impact of higher-
order corrections can only be assessed on a case-by-case
basis once the exact correlations are known; however,
due to the smallness of the r and a parameters, we expect
the linear approximation to be a good one. This is con-
firmed by our simulations for the known exact correlations,
and therefore we will focus our later analysis on the linear-
ized relations. This also allows us to treat the universality
that we have observed in Sec. II: all viable sum rules that
we have identified are either close to λ ¼ 1 or λ ¼ −1=2.
TABLE I. The phenomenologically viable sum rules of the
form a ¼ a0 þ λr cos δ (where a, r are the atmospheric and
reactor angle deviations from tribimaximal mixing and δ is the
CP-violating oscillation phase) arising in the Hernandez-
Smirnov framework for finite von Dyck groups. In this table,
m gives the order of the generator which controls the charged
lepton mass matrix, Tmα ¼ 1, while Si is the generator of the
von Dyck group that is identified with one of the generators
of the Klein symmetry of the neutrino mass matrix (with the
other Klein symmetry generator being unrelated to the von
Dyck group, as in so-called semidirect models). Analytical
expressions for the solar angle deviation from tribimaximal
mixing s and the constants a0 and λ are given in Table II. The
numerical values are obtained for the current best-fit value of
sin2 2θ13 ¼ 0.089 [1].
Gf m Tα, Si s a0 λ
A4
3 Te, S2 0.012 0 −0.5
3 Tμ, S2 0.012 0 −0.5
3 Tτ, S2 0.012 0 −0.5
S4
3 Te, S1 −0.024 0 1
4 Tμ, S2 −0.124 −0.167 −0.408
4 Tτ, S2 −0.124 0.167 −0.408
A5
5 Te, S1 −0.118 0 1.144
5 Te, S2 −0.079 0 −0.437
5 Tμ, S2 0.054 0.067 −0.532
5 Tτ, S2 0.054 −0.067 −0.532
-1
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
 0
-0.18 -0.16 -0.14 -0.12 -0.1 -0.08 -0.06 -0.04 -0.02  0
co
s
δ
a
Exact
Linearized
FIG. 1 (color online). A comparison between the exact corre-
lation and the sum rule for the model presented in Ref. [17],
which fixes the elements of the first column of the PMNS matrix
to their tribimaximal values. The solid (empty) region denotes the
exact (linearized) prediction for cos δ which is produced by vary-
ing r over its current 3σ allowed interval.
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For the classes of phenomenologically viable models that
we have found, the differences between similar sum rules
are small and will be very challenging to measure.
IV. COMPATIBILITY OF SUM RULES WITH
EXISTING AND PROJECTED DATA
The global neutrino oscillation data already constrain
modelswhich exhibit discrete flavor symmetries. For a given
model, our general sum rule can be used to predict the value
cos δ. Fixinga,wedefinecos δby themapping fromrwhich
is found by inverting Eq. (3); r is then allowed to vary across
its1σ interval [6] and the image of thismapping is taken to be
the range of potential values for cos δ.
In Fig. 2 we show the predictions of our two specific sum
rules and their compatibility with the current global data on
a (the grey regions). We have also shown (the red bands)
the projected sensitivity to the a parameter as reported in
Ref. [21]. These projections are for the global parameter
sensitivity in 2025 assuming only the current experimental
program: five years of data from T2K, six from NOνA, and
three years each for Double Chooz, RENO and Daya Bay.
As we cannot predict the future best-fit value, the horizontal
location of the predicted regions is largely irrelevant, and in
Fig. 2 they have been arbitrarily centred around the current
best-fit value.
We see that the predictions of δ for these two models are
currently consistent with the global data. However, the
overlap for some of these 1σ intervals can be seen to require
some quite specific correlations: for example, λ ¼ −0.5 and
NO requires cos δ≳ 0.5. With the projected sensitivity to
a, these correlations could create tension with the future
data, and the consistency of these models will start to
become rather constrained. For example, in a strictly
CP-conserving theory, sin δ must vanish. The correspond-
ing value of cos δ would then be difficult to reconcile with
the sum rule given by λ ¼ 1, leading to a possible exclusion
of such a sum rule. The limiting factor for the general
exclusion of these models with the current experimental
program will be the attainable precision on cos δ. It has
been shown that, in the most optimistic case, the current
experimental program will only be able to provide a 3σ
region for δ with a width of around 300° [22]. It is clear,
therefore, that testing mixing sum rules will be a task to be
addressed by a next-generation neutrino oscillation facility,
one which focuses on precision.
V. TESTING SUM RULES AT
NEXT-GENERATION FACILITIES
With the knowledge of the value of θ13 the campaign for
a next-generation facility designed to make precision mea-
surements of the neutrino mixing parameters is greatly
strengthened. It is likely that within the extant experimental
neutrino physics program, we will see hints towards the
measurement of two of the most important unknowns in
the conventional neutrino flavor-mixing paradigm: the sign
of the atmospheric mass-squared difference and the value
of the CP-violating phase, δ. It is, however, unlikely that
these questions will be resolved at an acceptable statistical
confidence level: the projected 3σ CP-violation discovery
fraction with the current experimental program only
reaches around 20% of the parameter space [21] and it
is only modestly higher for the determination of the mass
ordering at around 40%. The desire for a definitive 5σ
answer to these questions provides the first motivation
for the construction of a next-generation neutrino oscilla-
tion facility, capable of precision measurements of the
-1
-0.5
 0
 0.5
 1
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05  0  0.05  0.1  0.15  0.2
co
sδ
a
λ=-0.5
λ=1
-1
-0.5
 0
 0.5
 1
-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05  0  0.05  0.1  0.15  0.2
co
s
δ
a
λ=-0.5
λ=1
FIG. 2 (color online). The current experimental status of the sum rules in Eq. (3) given by λ ¼ 1 and λ ¼ −0.5, with a0 ¼ 0. The
diagonal lines show the regions predicted for a and cos δ given the 3σ bounds on r, assuming both (a) normal ordering and (b) inverted
ordering. The vertical line shows the current best fit for a where the projected sensitivity is indicated by the red bands; the dark (light)
grey regions show the current 1σ (2σ) allowed intervals [6].
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oscillation parameters. In this work, we will focus on two
such designs: the low-energy neutrino factory (LENF) and
a wideband superbeam (WBB).
The WBB is an extrapolation of existing technology
using a more powerful version of the conventional neutrino
beam production method. Protons are accelerated towards a
target, and the subsequent collision generates, amongst
other things, pions and kaons. Magnetic horns then focus
the meson beam, selecting πþ, the decay of which gener-
ates the neutrino beam, predominantly composed of νμ with
a small contamination of νe, ν¯μ and ν¯e which constitute a
background to the signal, with an analogous composition
for the initial selection of π−. After years of experimental
work on similar designs, this technology is very well under-
stood and considerable expertise is to be found in the com-
munity. With a large value of θ13, such a next-generation
superbeam has been shown [23,24] to provide a quite com-
petitive physics reach compared to other designs, and for a
significant fraction of parameter space, may be sensitive to
CP violation originating from the PMNSmatrix. There are a
number of proposed experiments based on theWBB design.
TheCERNtoPyhäsalmi superbeamhasbeendeveloped, and
recently recommended, by the LAGUNA-LBNO design
study [25]. For this experiment neutrinos produced at
CERN are detected by a 70 kton liquid argon detector
(LAr) after a propagation distance of 2300 km at
Phyäsalmi in Finland. There is a similar proposal for an
intense long-baseline superbeam known as LBNE, which
is based in America. In its first phase, the facility consists
of a 10 kton liquid argon detector based on the surface at
Homestake, separated by a distance of 1300 km from
Fermilab. This should be viewed as the first step in a staged
program, ultimately aiming for an underground detector of
order35kton,whichhasbeenshowntohavestrongdiscovery
potential for the mass ordering and CP-violation effects.
At a neutrino factory [26], a neutrino beam is produced
via the decay of muons held in a storage ring. This process
is very well understood and controlled, which leads to
small systematic uncertainties and ultimately strong sensi-
tivity to the neutrino mixing parameters. The typical design
has evolved over the last few years. The original designs
worked with a high-energy facility, with stored-muon
energies of around 25 GeV [27]. This was shown to have
exceptional sensitivity for small values of θ13, down to
sin2 2θ13 ¼ 10−5 [28]. However, with the discovery of
the large value of θ13 by the Daya Bay [1] and RENO
[2] experiments, the consensus has now fallen on the
low-energy variant, the LENF [29] designed with a
stored-muon energy of around 10 GeV. At the LENF, a
strong sensitivity to the PMNS parameters is achieved
by focusing on the rich oscillation signal which can be
found in the low-energy parts of the neutrino spectrum,
a technique which relies on the enhanced number of events
associated with larger values of θ13. Optimization work on
the LENF has shown it to be a versatile design [30,31] and a
strong candidate for a precision neutrino oscillation facility
[32]. Assuming μ− (μþ) in the storage ring, the beam of a
neutrino factory consists of νμðν¯μÞ and ν¯eðνeÞ. The LENF is
designed to focus primarily on the measurement of “wrong-
sign muons,” the antiparticles of those in the storage ring,
which are produced by charged-current interactions in the
detector after the flavor transition ν¯eðνeÞ → ν¯μðνμÞ. In addi-
tion to this “golden channel,” it may also be possible to
include the “platinum channel,” observing electrons at
the detector produced by incident ν¯eðνeÞ [30]. This addi-
tional channel is only available to certain detector technol-
ogies, and has been shown to confer only a slight
improvement for the traditional discovery searches;
however, its impact on precision measurements is as yet
unknown. Nevertheless, in this study we will not consider
the impact of the platinum channel, only assuming the
observation of μþ (μ−) at the detector.
A number of alternative detector options are often con-
sidered for the LENF [28,30,31]. In this work, we are not
looking to make a detailed comparison of designs, but
instead to show the feasibility of constraining sum rules
at next-generation facilities. As such, we have restricted
our attention to two variants of the LENF detector design:
a magnetized iron neutrino detector (MIND) and a magnet-
ized liquid argon detector (mLAr) based on liquid argon
time-projection chamber technology. These two technolo-
gies provide us with a fair estimate of performance of the
current proposals (MIND), as well as a more optimistic
assessment (mLAr) of the potential of a LENF. A LENF
with a MIND has become the favored design of the
International Design Study for a Neutrino Factory [33].
The MIND is composed of alternating sheets of iron and
scintillator placed inside in a 1.5 T toroidal magnetic field.
This technology is very well understood, based on an
extrapolation of the MINOS detector to a larger scale,
and has been the object of extensive study demonstrating
strong physics reach [28,32,34,35]. A large magnetized
liquid argon detector would be an ultimate detector for a
LENF, as it allows for detailed event reconstruction, a
low threshold energy and excellent energy resolution.
Such a facility, and in particular the magnetization of the
large detector volume, poses some technical challenges.
In our study, we simulate a scenario based on a 50 kton
mLAr which should be viewed as providing an optimistic
upper bound on the performance of the LENF.
We have used the GLoBES package [36] to perform
our simulations of the LENF and WBB experiments.
Our model of the WBB design is based on Ref. [32],
and assumes 1021 protons on target per year at 50 GeV,
a baseline distance of 2300 km and a 70 kton (35 kton)
liquid argon detector similar to the GLACIER [37] design.
The fluxes for this setup are taken from Ref. [38] (for dis-
cussion see Ref. [39]). We have assumed a 90% detection
efficiency and the backgrounds are taken as arising from a
combination of the contamination of the beam and 0.5% of
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neutral-current events at the detector. The detector has a
low-energy threshold of 100 MeV with an energy resolu-
tion taken to be a flat 150 MeV for electrons and
200 MeV ×
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E=GeV
p
for muons. An error of 5% has been
imposed on the signal and background, and a 2% uncer-
tainty on the matter density. All of our simulations of
the LENF design assume 1022 total useful muon decays di-
vided equally between μ− and μþ. The LENF operates with
a stored-muon energy of 10 GeV and a baseline distance
of 2000 km. These have been shown to be near optimal
choices for large θ13 [28,40,31]. Similar parameter choices
have recently been recommended by the EUROnu Design
Study [41], and coincide with the expected specifications of
the International Design Study for the Neutrino Factory
[42]. The assumptions in our model of the MIND have been
kindly provided by P. Soler and R. Bayes and are based on
ongoing work evolving from the proposals of Ref. [27],
which has been recently reviewed in Ref. [43]. This model
uses migration matrices to simulate both the appearance
and disappearance channels, and considers backgrounds
of charge misidentification, neutral current events and
tau contamination. In our model of the mLAr, we have
assumed a threshold energy of 0.5 GeV and a detection
efficiency of 73% at the lowest energies, rising to 94%
at 1 GeV. The energy resolution is a flat 10% and the back-
ground to the golden channel is taken as 0.1% of the inci-
dent right-sign muons, which models instances of charge
misidentification, and 0.1% of the neutral-current events.
We have imposed a 2% systematic uncertainty on both
the signal and backgrounds, and a 2% uncertainty on the
matter density.
The background to the appearance signals caused by ντ
particles incident on the detectors, which produce electrons
and muons by τ decay, is known as τ contamination
[44,45]. It is known that this background affects the attain-
able sensitivity to the oscillation parameters, causing sig-
nificant systematic shifts if not properly taken into
account [46]. The degree with which an experiment can
control the τ background differs by design. At the
LENF, the dominant τ particles are right sign, and only sig-
nificantly impact the disappearance channel measurements.
Under the assumption that cos δ will introduce the domi-
nant uncertainty in the measurement of sum rules, we can
conclude that the impact of τ contamination should be
slight. For the WBB, the τ contamination will affect both
appearance and disappearance channels. However, the
greater kinematic information attainable with LAr detectors
can significantly reduce the impact of this background: a
cut-based analysis on transverse momentum is very effec-
tive at removing leptons originating from τ decay [47].
Therefore, to fairly implement the τ-contamination effect,
we must use information from the experimental groups
working on these detectors. This information is not avail-
able for LAr detectors, and we have chosen to omit the τ
background at all of the facilities when we are making a
direct comparison of performance. The full implementation
of τ contamination is possible for the LENF with MIND,
and we have checked that there is no significant impact on
our conclusions.
A. Precision for a, r and cos δ
We start our study by computing the precision with
which the next-generation facilities can individually mea-
sure the parameters a, r and cos δ. An understanding of this
precision should give us an indication of the potential pre-
cision towards generic sum rules in these variables, and
help us to identify the dominant uncertainties and func-
tional dependence of such a measurement. In the following
analysis, we will refer to the parameter values which are
used to generate the simulated data as the true values
and the parameters which are extracted by fitting our mod-
els to the data as the fitted values. When necessary, true and
fitted values will be distinguished by subscripts i.e. aT and
aF. For each parameter of interest, we have scanned over a
range of true values and then computed the allowed region
(at 1, 3 and 5σ) in the fitted value of this parameter for both
experimental setups, each with two different detector
options. We marginalize over all of the otherwise unspeci-
fied oscillation parameters in each case. The allowed
regions are then expressed as a function of the true param-
eter value and the difference between the fitted and true
values.
The leftmost column in Fig. 3 shows the sensitivity to a
for both the LENF (bottom row, solid lines for MIND and
shaded regions for 50 kton magnetized LAr) and the WBB
(top row, solid lines for 35 kton and shaded regions for
70 kton detectors). For large values of aT, we find the mag-
nitude of Δa≡ aF − aT to be between 0.005 and 0.015 at
3σ for the LENF, while the WBB has worse performance
with a range of between 0.014 and 0.021. The attainable
precision worsens notably for both experiments around
jaTj≲ 0.05, where Δa can become potentially as high as
0.041 (0.089) for the LENF with magnetized LAr
(MIND) and 0.117 (0.210) for the WBB with 35 kton
(70 kton) LAr. This increase is due to the presence of a
degeneracy. For a given value of aT, we get two reasonably
good solutions for the fit aF ≈aT: a manifestation of the
θ23 octant degeneracy [48]. This is not an exact degeneracy
of the three-neutrino oscillation probability, and the ambi-
guity only appears for the smallest deviations from θ23
maximality. For all values of aT, WBB performs worse
than the LENF, and for both facilities, the optimistic detec-
tors perform better than the more conservative ones.
However, if we focus on the best-fit values for a given
by recent global fits, at around a ¼ −0.09 [6], the discrep-
ancy between the four experimental designs considered
here is small, with a difference of around 0.003 at 1σ,
less than 3% of the best-fit value of a.
In the middle column of Fig. 3, we have computed the
sensitivity of the LENF and WBB to the parameter r. Over
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the region of rT that is phenomenologically interesting, this
sensitivity is relatively constant at about 0.007 (0.025) for
the LENF (WBB) at 3σ. There is a slight broadening of the
allowed region towards larger values of r; an effect which is
less marked for weaker confidence levels. Once again, we
see that LENF uniformly outperforms WBB. The discrep-
ancy is particularly marked at 5σ where the WBB allowed
region is around 3.5 times broader than the corresponding
region for the LENF. In recent work on the precision of
next-generation facilities, it has been shown [32] that only
the LENF will be able to surpass the precision on θ13 that is
expected to be attained by the current generation of reactor
experiments. However, the improvement in precision pos-
sible with the LENF is rather small, at around 1%, and
effectively, the constraints on θ13 will be set by the reactor
experiments alone [13]. For this reason, the observed dis-
crepancy in precision for r between the LENF and WBB is
only expected to influence the ability of the experiments to
place individual constraints on sum rules, and should not
influence constraints extracted from global analyses of
the oscillation data.
The rightmost column of Fig. 3 shows the expected sen-
sitivity to cos δ for the LENF andWBB. This measurement
has a 3σ precision at its widest point of 0.28 (0.53) for the
LENF with magnetized LAr (MIND) and 0.65 (0.89) for
the WBB with 35 kton (70 kton) LAr. This decreases dra-
matically for the extreme points of the spectrum, where the
true value of cos δ approaches 1 and the uncertainty
becomes very small for the LENF, while reducing but
remaining sizable at higher significances for WBB. We
see that the LENF performs significantly better at this
measurement thanWBB: at 5σ, even theWBBwith 70 kton
LAr offers little discriminatory power, with a region that
almost covers the whole parameter space, while the
LENF offers a reasonable precision which becomes
excellent for large values of jcos δj. The boundaries of
the allowed regions at low significance can be approxi-
mated analytically as ellipses: this can be seen by consid-
ering a uniform precision on δ itself,Δδ ¼ ϵ, which implies
Δðcos δÞ≡ cos δF − cos δT ¼ −ϵ sin δT þOðϵ2Þ. The
coordinates ð−ϵ sin δ; cos δÞ provide a parametric
description of the ellipse. The assumption of approximately
uniform precision in δ is consistent with the simulations
performed in Ref. [32] where Δδ ≈ 5° 2° for all δT.
The deviations from ellipticity can be explained by assum-
ing a variable precision on δ as shown in Ref. [32].
Generally, cos δ is considerably harder to constrain
than r and a. As such, it is expected to introduce a
significant uncertainty and should be the dominant limiting
factor in the possible constraints on sum rules of the
type shown in Eq. (3). However, we must remember
that the measurements in this section have focused on a
single parameter at a time, and therefore their results
cannot be simply combined to understand the precision
on a sum rule. Measurements of parameter combinations
will in general introduce correlations which may
strongly influence the precision, as we will see in the next
section.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The sensitivity of the next-generation facilities to the a, r and cos δ parameters. In all of the plots, the shaded
regions progressively show the 1, 3 and 5σ regions for the WBB 70 kton (top row) or the LENF with 50 kton magnetized LAr (bottom
row), while the solid lines are the equivalent envelopes for the WBB 35 kton (top row) or the LENF with MIND (bottom row). The
leftmost plot shows the sensitivity to a, while the central (rightmost) plot shows the sensitivity to r (cos δ).
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B. Joint parameter determination
As a first step to understanding the correlations between
the measurements of oscillation parameters, we have stud-
ied how accurately the parameters a and cos δ can be
jointly determined for true values which obey a given
sum rule. The correlations between the two parameters
will show how strongly the true value of one parameter
influences the determination of the other. In Fig. 4, we have
computed the joint determination of the parameters cos δF
and aF for a selection of sets of true parameters which obey
the sum rule aT ¼ rT cos δT, with rT fixed at its best-fit
value derived from global fits of neutrino oscillation data.
This simulation uses the LENF with MIND experiment,
and incorporates the τ background which is known to
impact the attainable precision on a. This plot gives us
an indication of the severity of correlations between these
two parameters. We see that there is some correlation: the
allowed intervals for cos δ depend on the true values of a.
The width of the allowed regions in both parameters
decreases for large absolute values of jaj and jcos δj,
and this behavior can be understood by comparing it with
the results of Sec. VA, where the precision to both a and
cos δ becomes worse near the origin.
The joint parameter determination plot can give us an
indication of how well we can measure the parameters a
and cos δ if the sum rule is true. In this plot we have
assumed that the true parameters obey the sum rule a ¼
r cos δ indicated by the dashed line with r set to the
best-fit value obtained in the global analysis of neutrino
oscillation data, and we have marginalized over all param-
eters other than aF and cos δF. The solutions found in the
allowed regions are not required to obey the sum rule. For
example, although there are plenty of solutions around the
origin for aT ¼ cos δT ¼ 0, the parameter rF is allowed to
vary in the marginalization and can take any reasonable
value, meaning that the final solution rarely satisfies
a ¼ r cos δ. If we are interested in excluding the sum rule
without assuming its validity, we must ask a slightly differ-
ent question: for a general set of true parameter values,
which sets of parameters obeying a hypothesized sum rule
can be excluded? We will address this question in the next
section.
C. Excluding sum rules
The computation of the attainable sensitivity to combi-
nations of oscillation parameters differs from the discussion
of the previous section, due to the introduction of nontrivial
parameter correlations. In this section, we compute the abil-
ity of the LENF andWBB experiments to directly constrain
and exclude the sum rules discussed in Sec. IV, while fully
incorporating these correlations.
We have scanned over a parameter space spanned by the
true value of cos δ and the true value of a. At each point in
this parameter space, we have found the best fitting set of
oscillation parameters which obey a given sum rule, and
plotted the corresponding value of Δχ2. Once this value
exceeds a chosen significance threshold (for example, 2
and 3σ in Fig. 5), we can consider that sum rule excluded:
there are no sets of parameters which obey that sum
rule and provide a reasonable fit to the data. When the
true parameter set approximately obeys the sum rule in
question, we get a good fit, and the width of the surround-
ing allowed region gives an indication of how sensitive the
experiment is to deviations from the sum rule. Technically,
this search has been implemented by using a modified form
of theΔχ2 statistic. We have extended theΔχ2 to include an
additional prior which enforces the sum rule on the set of
fitted parameters,
Δχ2 ⊃

aF − a0 − λrF cos δF
σ

2
;
where σ is a parameter chosen to be small, ensuring that the
sum rule is held to high precision. This term forces the min-
imal parameter set to obey the sum rule, while not dictating
any of the values of the parameters themselves.
We have focused our analysis on the two simplest sum
rules λ ¼ 1 and λ ¼ − 1
2
both with a0 ¼ 0. This is to illus-
trate the type of constraints that can be placed on parameter
correlations in the PMNS matrix, but our approach can be
easily generalized to include other types of correlations,
beyond the atmospheric sum rules discussed so far. The
plots of the left-hand (right-hand) panel on the bottom
row of Fig. 5 show the allowed regions for λ ¼ 1
(λ ¼ −0.5) for the LENF with magnetized LAr detector
(shaded regions) and MIND (contour lines). We see that
the largest allowed region, and therefore the hardest point
to exclude the sum rule, is when cos δT ≈ aT ≈ 0, while the
best sensitivity is generally found at large values of
jcos δTj. As expected, this behavior is largely inherited
a (fit)
co
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(fit
)
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FIG. 4 (color online). The joint determination of a and cos δ for
seven sets of true values which obey the relation a ¼ r cos δ,
assuming the LENF with MIND and including τ contamination
effects. The dashed line shows the sum rule, and the concentric
solid lines indicate the boundary of the 1, 3 and 5σ allowed in-
tervals for the true values of a and cos δ at their center.
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from the sensitivity to cos δ; however, around the origin
we see a novel feature associated with solutions of the type
a ¼ 0 and cos δ ¼ 0. For any hypothetical sum rule of the
type a ¼ λr cos δ, a trivial solution can be found for
aF ¼ cos δF ¼ 0. At this point, the ability to constrain both
a and cos δ is weakened, and we find that regardless of the
relationship between the true parameters, provided they are
sufficiently close to the origin, we can use this solution to
describe the data and satisfy the sum rule. This leads to the
lobes around the origin, which are visible particularly for
the LENF with MIND (the improved sensitivity to a of the
LENF with mLAr mitigates the impact of these solutions).
The mLAr detector allows for the sum rule to be excluded
over a larger region of parameter space: the 2σ allowed
region for the mLAr is contained completely inside the
2σ region for the MIND detector. At the widest points,
the allowed regions for cos δ cover around 24% (42%)
of the parameter space for cos δ for the LENF with
mLAr (MIND) at 3σ. On the top row of Fig. 5, we show
the equivalent regions for the WBB with 35 and 70 kton
LAr. These follow the same shape inherited from the uncer-
tainties in measurement of cos δ. In this case, the uncer-
tainty in cos δ is large enough to subsume the lobed
solution regions found for the LENF. The WBB is unable
to constrain the parameter cos δ to the same extent as the
LENF, and we see that the allowed region for the sum rules
are correspondingly much larger. At its widest point, the
WBB with 70 kton (35 kton) LAr has an allowed region
for cos δ which covers 56% (81%) of the parameter space
at 3σ. For both LENF and WBB, excluding models over
even 50% of the parameter space would be an interesting
result; however, we have seen that these measurements are
challenging, and the more optimistic facilities are required
to make significant advances.
D. Constraining λ
Both LENF and WBB will be able to observe violations
of a given sum rule for a significant fraction of parameter
space, especially if jcos δj is large. In the scenario that the
true parameter set appears to agree with some sum rule, it is
interesting to see what constraints we can put on the param-
eters describing such a rule. In this section, we consider the
ability of the next-generation oscillation experiments to dis-
tinguish between models with similar λ parameters intro-
duced in Eq. (3). Our interest here is in illustrating the
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FIG. 5 (color online). The left (right) column shows the ability to exclude models with λ ¼ 1 (λ ¼ −0.5) as a function of the true
parameters. The plots show the 2 and 3σ allowed regions for the WBB (top row) and the LENF (bottom row). A point lying outside of
the contours indicates that the model can be excluded by that given experiment for those true parameter values.
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possible constraints that can be posed by a next-generation
oscillation experiment, and as such we will restrict our
attention to some specific cases; however, the analysis of
this section could be simply extended to address other
classes of models.
We consider general relations of the type a ¼ λr cos δ,
with continuous ranges of λ in the neighborhoods of the
special values λ ¼ 1 and λ ¼ −1=2. The plots in Fig. 6
show how well a hypothesized value of λF can be excluded
as a function of Δλ≡ λT − λF. As the lines of parameters
which obey sum rules with a0 ¼ 0 intersect for cos δT ¼ 0,
we will always be able to find true parameter values close to
this value of cos δT which satisfy any pair of sum rules.
Therefore, it is impossible to distinguish two similar mod-
els in all possible cases, and instead we must assess this
ability by degree. In order to measure the degree of distin-
guishability at different facilities, we have plotted a con-
tinuous parameter which gives the fraction of values of
cos δT for which we can exclude the hypothesis λ ¼ λF
at 3σ. The corresponding fraction of distinguishability
for the hypothesis λF ¼ −1=2 (λF ¼ 1) as a function of
Δλ is shown in the left (right) panel of Fig. 6. If we choose
our threshold to be 50% of all possible values of cos δT, the
LENF with mLAr can distinguish between sum rules of the
type λ ≈ −1=2 which deviate by jΔλj ≈ 0.2. If we instead
use a MIND, this region increases to jΔλj ≈ 0.3, while
the WBB superbeam with a detector of 70 kton is closer
to jΔλj ≈ 0.7. For sum rules with λ ≈ 1 the size of these
deviations approximately doubles.
For the models presented in Sec. II, which cluster around
λ ¼ 1 or λ ¼ −0.5, the values of λ differ by around 0.1.
The ability to separate these candidate models experimen-
tally is clearly dependent on the true value of cos δ; how-
ever, the LENF with mLAr can make this discrimination for
about 25% of the values δ at 3σ. This will be a very chal-
lenging measurement and is unlikely to be feasible in the
next generation of oscillation experiments unless an aggres-
sive strategy is adopted.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Next-generation neutrino oscillation facilities are not
only necessary to resolve the traditional questions about
the PMNS matrix, but will also lead the way in a new pro-
gram of precision neutrino flavor physics. Over the years,
many attempts have been made to understand the origin of
flavor. One popular approach is to invoke a symmetry to
explain the pattern of mixing angles that have been discov-
ered experimentally in the PMNSmatrix: an idea which has
met with great success and generated a large number of
candidate models. Thanks to the precision that is expected
at the next-generation oscillation facilities, it will soon be
possible to put these theories to the test.
A predictive model of flavor will generally introduce cor-
relations amongst the parameters of the Yukawa sector. The
linearized expressions of these correlations are called sum
rules, and testing them is a direct way to confirm or exclude
a given model. In this paper, we have studied how corre-
lations of the type given in Eq. (3) will be constrained
by current and future oscillation experiments. We have seen
that, when viewed as predictions for cos δ, these sum rules
are constrained by their consistency with the current data,
and although all of the models that we have investigated
have some region of applicability, some models may
become quite constrained in the near future. The major dif-
ficulty in constraining the sum rules found in Sec. II is the
absence of information on the parameter cos δ, and we
must look to the next generation of oscillation experiments
to provide this. We have studied the ability of two candidate
next-generation neutrino oscillation experiments, a low-
energy neutrino factory and a wideband superbeam, to con-
strain these correlations. To illustrate the general constraints
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FIG. 6 (color online). The fraction of values of cos δT for which the hypothesized value of λF can be excluded at 3σ assuming different
true values of λT. In these plots Δλ ¼ λT − λF.
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that these experiments can place on flavor effects, we have
chosen to focus our attention on sum rules with the form
a ¼ a0 þ λr cos δ, and specifically on the choices λ ¼ 1
and λ ¼ −0.5. These have arisen previously in the litera-
ture, and we have shown in Sec. II that these two special
values appear to well characterize a large class of models.
We have seen that violations of these sum rules will be
readily testable at the LENF and WBB: the WBB with
70 kton (35 kton) LAr is expected to be able to exclude
the relation a ¼ r cos δ for at least 44% (19%) of the
parameter space, while the LENF with mLAr (MIND)
can make the same exclusion for at least 76% (58%).
We have also considered the ability to distinguish between
models which predict similar sum rules with separations in
λ of only around 0.1. We have found that this ability is
dependent on the exact value of cos δ; however, it is likely
that only the LENF with magnetized LAr is precise enough
to make such a distinction at a reasonable statistical signifi-
cance for 25% of the parameter space.
We have shown that correlations amongst the parameters
of the PMNS matrix, as in the atmospheric mixing sum
rules considered here, may be tested by the next generation
of neutrino oscillation facilities. These correlations can be
excluded for a significant part of the parameter space,
and constraints can be inferred on the underlying models
responsible for them. This not only highlights the important
role of the precision neutrino physics program in our search
for the origin of flavor, but also the great advances which
are possible in the decades to come.
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APPENDIX: SUM RULES IN THE
HERNANDEZ-SMIRNOV FRAMEWORK
In Ref. [19] a novel approach was developed for the gen-
eration of correlations between the parameters of the
PMNS matrix following earlier work [49,50]. The method
assumes the breaking of a discrete flavor group into two
distinct Zn subgroups which remain unbroken in either
the charged lepton or neutrino sector, while broken in
the other. Based on this construction, the authors of
Ref. [19] reported a number of parameter correlations;
however, these correlations led to sum rules identical to
those reported in previous studies. In this section, we
weaken some of the assumptions made in the derivations
of these relations and generate additional correlations with
distinct sum rules. We refer the reader to Ref. [19] for a
detailed discussion of the method for finding parameter
correlations in the “symmetry building” approach, and
we will only summarize the steps here, highlighting where
we alter the derivation.
The approach in Ref. [19] assumes that the grand flavor
group is a von Dyck group, Dðn;m; pÞ. These groups are
defined by the presentation
Sn ¼ Tm ¼ Wp ¼ STW ¼ 1.
The generators S and T are assumed to describe residual
symmetries of the Majorana neutrino and charged lepton
mass terms, respectively, while W is defined to be the
inverse of the product ST. The symmetry of the
Majorana neutrino mass term is the Klein group
Z2 × Z2, which fixes n to be given by n ¼ 2. Only one
of the Z2 factors originates from the flavor symmetry
and is generated by S, while the other one arises acciden-
tally. If the second Z2 would be embedded in the group as
well, another parameter relation would appear, which fixes
the mixing angles as it has been discussed in Ref. [49]. The
choice of m and p remains free; however, the assumption
that the unbroken group is finite restricts these to specific
values.2 Representing each choice by the ordered pair
ðm;pÞ, the choices which lead to finite groups are
exhausted by five special pairs
ð3; 3Þ; ð3; 4Þ; ð3; 5Þ; ð4; 3Þ; ð5; 3Þ;
and two infinite sequences
ð2; NÞ and ðN; 2Þ ∀ N ≥ 2.
The former are isomorphic to the groups A4, S4, A5, S4, A5,
respectively. The two infinite sequences lead to dihedral
symmetry groups which do not have irreducible triplet rep-
resentations and are therefore not considered any further.
For a given ðm;pÞ, the two generators S and T must be
chosen from the symmetries of the leptonic mass terms,
assuming that they are residual symmetries following the
spontaneous breakdown of Gf. For this to be the case,
the generators S and T must have at least one unit
2See Ref. [51] for further extensions and generalizations of this
approach.
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eigenvalue. This is necessary for there to exist a VEValign-
ment that remains invariant under their action. Under the
further assumption that the discrete groups are subgroups
of SU(3), we find that the symmetry of the diagonalized
neutrino mass matrix must be given by either
S01 ¼
0
B@
1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1
1
CA; S02 ¼
0
B@
−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1
1
CA;
or S03 ¼
0
B@
−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1
1
CA.
Similarly, these constraints imply that the symmetry of the
diagonalized charged lepton mass matrix is given by one of
the three order-m generators
T 0e ¼
0
B@
1 0 0
0 ei
2πk
m 0
0 0 e−i2πkm
1
CA; T 0μ ¼
0
B@e
i2πkm 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 e−i2πkm
1
CA;
or T 0τ ¼
0
B@
ei
2πk
m 0 0
0 e−i2πkm 0
0 0 1
1
CA.
where k ∈ fn ∈ Zmjn andm are coprimeg. Working in the
basis of diagonal charged leptons, we have Tα ¼ T 0α
and Si ¼ UPMNSSi0U†PMNS.
With a choice of generators Tα − Si, we can constructW
W−1 ¼ SiTα ¼ UPMNSSi0U†PMNSTα:
As in Ref. [19], it is assumed that W has an eigenvalue 1,
which can be shown to constrain Tr½W to be real. For the
three finite von Dyck groups with a three-dimensional irre-
ducible representation, it can be shown by considerations of
the group character tables that this is in fact a necessary
property. From the group presentation, we see that the
remaining eigenvalues must be pth roots of unity, and
therefore, we can express
Tr½W ¼ 1þ 2 cos

2πd
p

s:t: d ∈ Zp: (A1)
Once we have computed Tr½W we have fully specified
the constraints on the PMNS matrix. These fix one of
the columns of the PMNS matrix, where the column fixed
corresponds to the choice of generator Si, and the order of
the rows on the choice of Tα. In general, the constraints are
given by
jUβij2 ¼ jUγij2 ¼
1 − η
2
; jUαij2 ¼ η;
where fα; β; γg ¼ fe; μ; τg, and η is defined by
η ¼ 1þ Tr½W
4 sin2ðπkmÞ
:
Combined with Eq. (A1), this produces an expression for η
in terms of k and d
η ¼
cos2ðπdp Þ
sin2ðπkmÞ
: (A2)
In Ref. [19] k is fixed so that k ¼ 1 and d is not varied
systematically. However, by varying these parameters we
can find novel parameter correlations and, as we will show,
can generate sum rules which have not been previously
identified in the literature.
As we have mentioned, the constraints imposed by this
method fix the ith column of the PMNS matrix by sym-
metry alone. The values of the elements of this column
are given by the choice of ðm;pÞ and the choice of two
integers k and d. Which column is fixed, and the pattern
of values that are imposed, is governed by a choice of
one of nine possible pairs of generators. Only four of these
choices appear interesting phenomenologically: Te − S1,
Te − S2, Tμ − S2 and Tτ − S2.3 For these cases, the result-
ing constraints can always be expressed by two relations:
The first leads to an exact expression for s as a function
of r. The second relation is a sum rule of the type Eq. (3).
For the choice of generators Te − S1, we find that these
relations are
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3

1 −
2η
2 − r2
s
− 1; a ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
η
2ð1 − ηÞ
r
r cos δ;
and we find similar relations for Te − S2
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6η
2 − r2
r
− 1; a ¼ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
η
2ð1 − ηÞ
r
r cos δ:
For Tμ − S2, we see a nonzero prediction for a at r ¼ 0
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 − ηÞ
2 − r2
r
− 1;
a ¼ 1 − 3η
2ð1þ ηÞ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − η
2ð1þ ηÞ
s
r cos δ:
This feature is also present for the choice Tτ − S2,
3The remaining five pairs Tα − Si lead to correlations that can-
not be reconciled with the current phenomenological data for any
choice of ðm;pÞ, k and d.
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s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ð1 − ηÞ
2 − r2
r
− 1 ;
a ¼ − 1 − 3η
2ð1þ ηÞ −
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − η
2ð1þ ηÞ
s
r cos δ:
By comparing the predictions of s for all of the choices of
ðm;pÞ, k and d with the known phenomenological interval,
we identify eight viable scenarios which are listed in Table I
together with their numerical predictions for s, a0 and λ.
Analytical expressions for each of these eight scenarios
can be found in Table II.
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